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Abstract

A weak-willed action is one that is performed against the agent’s best judgment.

However, a weak-willed action still seems to be an action in a genuine sense. It

is performed freely and for some perceived good in other words, for a reason. This

creates an apparent contradiction. If one’s best judgment indicates a course of action,

then how can a different action be performed for a reason? In this paper I argue that

the apparent difficulty posed by weak-willed action can be dissolved by recognizing

the existence of experiential reasons along with a special type of reasoning that makes

use of them. Once this additional type of reasoning is acknowledged, weakness of the

will can be understood as a mismatch between two types of reasoning, one public and

one private.
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1 Introduction

For the purposes of this paper, I will define weak-willed action as action against one’s best

judgment. In moments of weakness, one weighs reasons, comes up with a best plan of

action, and then does something else. Concerning such actions, Donald Davidson writes

that “there is no proving that such actions exist; but to me it seems absolutely certain that

they do” (29). I agree that they do, thanks to a recent experience of mine:

On Saturday evening, my friend calls me and asks if I want to drive from Boston

to Hartford to eat at a pizza place he likes. Briefly, I go over my reasons in

favor of staying in Boston and going to Hartford and conclude that I should

stay home and work. Nonetheless, I tell him that I’m coming over. I gather my

things and head for the door. and on my way out, I briefly introspect: nothing

has changed. I still think it would be better to stay home and work, yet I go.

This episode is an instance of a puzzle that occupies the rest of this paper: how is weak-

willed action possible? Because others may disagree that this is a problem at all, I first try

to clarify the difficulty by arguing that given our default theory of action, weak-willed action

is impossible. My positive suggestion is that there are at least two systems of reasoning,

and that the conflict between them makes weak-willed action possible. The interesting

result of this approach is that weak-willed actors are inscrutable in a specific sense; they

act on private reasons that cannot be communicated to others.

2 Paradigmatic Action

A doctor walks into the room where I’m waiting and produces a triangular rubber hammer,

which he uses to lightly tap my knee. Predictably, my leg springs up. My little brother,

seeing this phenomenon for the first time, asks me, “Why did you do that?” I reply sagely

that the question doesn’t have an answer: “I didn’t do anything. “Fine,” he says, “why

did your leg shoot up?” This second question does have an answer, but it doesn’t have

anything to do with my agency, but rather with the physical properties of knee tendons.

My little brother’s first question was motivated by his belief that the motion of my knee

was an action and so, presumably, had a reason behind it. His use of the pronoun “you”

combined with an action verb marks his first question as one about me as an agent and

so about my rationality. Upon finding out that I didn’t perform the action, he naturally

dropped his search for justification and instead asked for a causal explanation with my leg

as the subject of the sentence. This switch marks a transition from the agential perspective
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to a causal one. Why does thunder always follow lightning? The answer is causal: because

lightning heats the air, causing it to expand. Actions on the other hand are performed and

so a justificatory, and not merely explanatory reason is called for.

And so the lesson is that the extension of my leg in the doctor’s office is not an action

at all it is the operation of reflex. On the other hand, a kick aimed at my doctor with the

intention of harming him would be an action. The latter is performed for a reason (albeit

a mean spirited one) but the former is not.

All of this discussion about reasons is meant to forestall a possible misunderstanding

about the problem I’m investigating in this paper. Pretend I’m sitting in a theater and

decide that I should leave my leg unextended so as not to kick the person in front of me.

Pretend also that my friend taps my knee, causing my leg to shoot up and kick the person

in front of me nonetheless. Is this an example of weak-willed action? No. It’s true that my

body moved in a way that was at odds with my best judgment, but I did not act; I was

a spectator to the activation of a reflex. Because English uses the word “action” loosely,

I refer to action performed for a reason as paradigmatic action. So, the question that I

asked above can now be put in more transparent terms. The question is not, how I can

act against my better judgment, but, how can I act paradigmatically against my better

judgment? This is the problem presented by my trip to Hartford, in which I coolly visit

my friend despite my best judgment to the contrary.

One might say that weak-willed actions generally, and my trip to Hartford specifically,

are just reflexive, but this is too easy on two counts. For one thing, my trip to Hartford

did not feel like the operation of a reflex. Instead, it felt like a choice. Second, reflexes

are generally short and highly predictable types of bodily motion, but I drove to Hartford

for roughly an hour and a half, using complex motor skills the whole way. Again, it seems

that my action is sustained by a reason. The problem is specifying what that reason could

possibly be, given that my best judgment was to stay home. Schematically, the problem

can be captured by the following set of inconsistent statements.

1. Weak-willed actions are paradigmatic actions not some lesser kind of action such as

reflexive responses.

2. Weak-willed actions contravene the agent’s best, all-things-considered

judgment about what to do.

3. All-things-considered judgments exhaust the justifying power of the reasons that are

considered, leaving behind no reasons to justify a weak-willed action.

4. Weak-willed actions cannot be supported by a reason (from 3).
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5. Weak-willed actions cannot be paradigmatic actions (from 4).

(5) follows from (2)-(4), but contradicts (1), and so this set of individually plausible

statements is inconsistent. 1

3 All Things Considered Judgments

One could deny (3) above and claim that weak-willed actions are actions that are taken on

the basis of reasons that have already been weighed and defeated in an all-things-considered

judgment. On this suggestion, one could decide that all-things-considered, doughnuts are

unhealthy and that their health risks outweigh their sugary taste, but then still eat a

doughnut for its sugary taste. The idea is that the weak-willed actor does not take his

own judgment seriously and so ends up acting on a subset of his available reasons. The

problem is that this ignores the way that reasons interact with the best judgments they

help to comprise.

When I went to Hartford, I didn’t momentarily lose sight of my best judgment; it was

constant throughout, and if it was constant, then I could not have rationally acted on

a defeated subset of the reasons I considered. If I have already judged that my full set

of reasons supports a certain course of action, how could I, other than through willful

disregard, take a subset of those reasons to support the opposite conclusion? The defeated

reasons were already weighed and found inadequate when compared with the reasons on

the other side. To reach a best judgment means judging that certain reasons are no longer

reasons for action at all (but not that they never were reasons to begin with). To then act

on a defeated reason is just to go back on the best judgment that eliminated the normative

power of the defeated reason in the first place. Such a strategy would deal with weakness

of the will as a kind of forgetful change of mind rather than paradigmatic action against a

stable judgment.

4 Reasons and Desires

Rather than trying to explain weakness of the will as a narrowing of judgmental focus, one

could try to sever the connection between a best judgment and action altogether.

Specifically, one could claim that a desire-belief pair is a reason for action and thus

sufficient for paradigmatic action. I want to read, but the room is dark. So I reach to turn

1Of course one immediate way out is to deny (1), but as I noted before, this comes at the cost of

phenomenological fidelity.
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on the lights. I have a desire for light in the room and I believe that moving my hand across

the light switch will promote its fulfillment. I can then answer the question “Why did you

turn on the lights?” with reference to facts about my beliefs and motivations. Reasons for

action divide into desire-belief combinations.

If this argument worked, one could claim that though I judged that I should not go

to Hartford, I still had a desire to go and so my going was a paradigmatic action. On

this view, a best judgment is like UN approval for US action; nice to have, but ultimately

irrelevant. Our action is really going to be determined by where our desires lie, but our

best judgment does its best to report where the desire is strongest. Sometimes though,

best judgment will get things wrong, and so we’ll act against it. The idea that our best

judgment is impotent is strange in itself, but the claim that desire-belief pairs are reasons

is stranger still. My claim in this section is that a desire belief pair is not sufficient for

paradigmatic action and that at least some evaluation or evaluative attitude is necessary.

The desire-belief model of reasons seems to miss the point. Initially, I focused on reasons

because of the need for justification, but the account of reasons offered by the desire belief

model is explanatory. Imagine one friend saying to another “I know you’re upset that I

told her that, but I had a good reason. Listen, [dramatic pause] I had a desire to tell her.”

This ostensible defense is just a restatement of what did happen in the friend’s mind when

he committed his betrayal and does nothing to indicate what attracted him to the action

or why it appeared good to him. Justification is lacking.

This argument may seem too quick, but other cases corroborate it. Some people, when

they approach a cliff, are filled with a desire to jump off it despite being happy with their

lives. Such people don’t act on this desire because they recognize, as we do, that it is

not a reason for action at all. It’s not that the desire to jump provides a weak reason

which is overridden by other considerations, it’s simply not a reason at all. The evidence

for this is that when such a desire comes over one, it is rejected without comparison to

other reasons. For instance, I was once looking over a huge cliff, when I suddenly had the

desire to jump, which I rejected without entertaining all the reasons I had to keep living.

I simply dismissed the desire as one not worth acting on. Also, there are cases in which a

desire/belief pair provides a reason to rid oneself of the desire rather than act on it. Derek

Parfit’s example of the person who tries to avoid pain on every future day except Tuesdays

is a good one. Such a desire is arbitrary and harmful. Anyone would jump at the chance

to delete such a desire from his psychology.

On their own, desire belief pairs cannot be reasons for action. They must be supple-

mented. 2 My claim is this: paradigmatic actions, whatever they require, must at least

2My point here is not that the desire belief model is partially right. It may well be completely wrong.
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require some sort of evaluative attitude or judgment. Without these distinctively rational

modes of self-consciousness, actions are mere events.

I don’t have a master argument to show that evaluations of some kind are necessary for

paradigmatic action, but their centrality is easy to see. Take an example of paradigmatic

action. I wake up and decide to go running. What makes it paradigmatic is my evaluation

of running. Without this evaluation, there will be a gap between me-the-agent and my

purported actions. If I woke up and my desire to run just propelled me to put on my

running shoes, then actions take on a mechanical valence that disconnects them from my

agency. Without a positive evaluation of running, I could imagine myself wondering “Why

is my body insisting on putting on my shoes and socks as if I’m going running?” In such

a case, I would be a bystander to an action that was supposedly mine.

Not only does the absence of evaluative attitudes trouble us in the example above,

but their addition changes our view of the previous examples for the better. Imagine

that someone with a desire to jump off the cliff she was standing on evaluates the desire

positively instead of ignoring it. If this person then jumped, it would seem right to see it

as more of an action than a compulsion. 3

5 First Person Reasoning

The solution that I favor to the problem of weak-willed action is to acknowledge that there

are reasons for action that cannot be incorporated into a best judgment about what to do.

If there are such reasons, then their presence could explain how I went to Hartford for a

reason without calling into question my sincere belief that the best course of action was to

stay in Boston.

Reasoning is usually thought to involve the manipulation of premises and evidence

to reach conclusions. Thus, practical reasoning is usually understood as involving the

representation of courses of action combined with what can be said for and against each

one. The problem, as I hinted at in the previous section, is that this form of reasoning is

also taken to be exhaustive of reasoning in general. I claim the opposite: that analytical or

discursive reasoning – what I will call third-person reasoning – is just one of two systems

My argument is that for it to even be plausible, it must be supplemented.
3Someone might claim that mere approval is not enough. The cliff jumper might have approved of his

suicidal desire out of depression. What’s needed, the objection continues, is approval for the right reasons.

I am tempted by this view, but it is stronger than what I need for this paper. My only point is that

paradigmatic actions will at the least involve some type of evaluation. Our best theory of action may well

call for a very specific or demanding type of approval.
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of reasoning.

In contrast to third-person reasoning, first-person reasoning is experiential and enters

into decision-making as an intuition or a feeling. This may seem strange, but such reasoning

takes place all the time. Mathematicians often speak about intuiting or seeing the way

through a difficult proof, leaders explain decisive action as what they “felt had to be

done,” and investigators speak of working on a hunch or a “gut feeling.”

Here’s a more detailed example. You’re with a group of close friends, and suddenly you

sense an opportunity to say something funny. You spring your joke, and everyone laughs.

It seems that you have acted for a reason, but one would be hard pressed to say what the

reason was. Instead, the route to a good joke is intuited; it just feels like the right thing to

say at a certain juncture, and it’s not easy to see how a joke could be a reflex or a habit.

After all, every joke is different and requires a cultivated sensitivity to the personalities in

play as well as the situation. By contrast, stand up comedians think about humor from a

third-person perspective. They plan out a routine and evaluate it from the perspective of

a hypothetical audience member. They also test jokes on a variety of audiences. They are

engaged in a kind of science of humor. On the other hand, the person who spontaneously

comes up with a joke just senses what would be funny given the situation. A crude slogan

for this distinction might be: first-person reasoning involves plunging in to our experience

whereas third-person reasoning requires stepping back from it.

In the moment, first-person reasoning resists explicit representation. The jokester in the

previous example does not reason analytically about what would be the best joke under

the circumstances. There is never a self-conscious representation of possible courses of

action, one of which is making a joke. In fact, thinking through a joke often destroys

its humorousness. However, the division between first and third-person reasoning is not

unbridgeable in principle. The public speaker who goes through a mental checklist before

addressing an audience can, in time, dispense with such concentrated reasoning and trust

his intuitions about when to talk faster or louder. On the other hand, the former basketball

player turned coach must work in the opposite direction. To be effective, he must bring

his learned habits to the level of reflection so that he can relay them to his players. It’s

not helpful for him to tell his players to cut to the basket “when they feel the point guard

has rolled off the pick.” Rather, the coach must try to teach the right timing by writing

down plays and rehearsing them. First-person reasons can be translated into third-person

reasons and vice versa, but only through reflection or practice.
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6 Application to Weakness of the Will

When I went to Hartford, my best judgment was made in response to discursive or third-

person reasons. I abstracted from my experience and analyzed the work load I had and

compared it to the time I had to do it along with it’s importance. On the other side, I

weighed the fun I would have at my friend’s house. After weighing these reasons, I judged

that I needed to stay home. However, my trip was still a paradigmatic action because it

was in response to a feeling, or a reason that I experienced rather than theorized.

Why does experiencing a reason to go to my friend’s house not disturb my best judgment

to the contrary? The answer is that there is no way to incorporate such reasons into an

analytical judgment about what is best to do. Undoubtedly, I could introduce a reason

like“I just had a feeling that I should not go to Hartford,” into the total set of reasons

that will eventually comprise my best judgment, but the actual feeling itself could not be

weighed against other discursive reasons. Discursive reasons are judged and first-person

reasons are felt and so trying to weigh my feeling against my discursive reasons would be

like trying to decide if thirty was greater than yellow; the two are incomparable. A best

judgment then, because it cannot properly weigh first-person reasons, would not exhaust a

first-person reason’s power to transform action into paradigmatic action. I can retain my

best judgment without diminishing the rationalizing power of a first-person reason.

There might seem to be two difficulties here, which I deal with in sequence. First, how

can I lean on the incomparability of first and third person reasoning when before I claimed

that the gap between them could be bridged (in the speech writer and basketball player

examples.) If they are incomparable, then how do we move between them?

The answer opens up an interesting, and I think plausible consequence of the theory I

am advancing. When I appealed to the incomparability of third and first person reasoning

above, I was trying to express the point that once someone starts to weigh reasons about

what to do from a third person perspective, no amount of further abstract reasoning can

uncover first person considerations. More reasoning of the third person variety would be like

trying to jump a car that has run out of gas; the method is hopeless and another strategy

needs to be tried. Still, one can bring out first person reasons by further experiencing one’s

third person reasoning. Rather than grinding through more thorough cogitations, one tries

to view the problem in another light, and there is nothing mysterious about this approach.

When facing a hard problem, we often receive the recommendation to sleep on it, and

many great thinkers report solving a complex problem after going for a walk or listening

to music. For a time, we live with our ideas rather than attempting to manipulate them,

and after doing so, we can supplement them explicitly: “Aha!” we say to ourselves, “This
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is the missing part of the proof.” 4

I think the recognition that third person reasons can be experienced is a potentially

interesting explanation for why weakness of the will is so prevalent after sudden changes in

judgments. A person who, say, just converted to vegetarianism is much more likely to have

episodes of weakness than someone who hasn’t eaten meat in ten years. The explanation

is that a sudden change in judgment needs to settle in and percolate into all levels of

reasoning. There has to be time for latent first person reasoning to “catch up” with the

change in judgment. The newbie vegetarian might find himself consistently eating meat at

nice restaurants and only after living with his third person vegetarian judgments for a time

come to realize that he finds aesthetic value in consuming meats when they are part of a

carefully designed dish. Up until his moment of realization, the aesthetic place of meat may

have been a first person reason that was sealed off from his third person judgment, but no

longer. He can now incorporate, weigh, and scrutinize this reason along with his reasons

for being vegetarian, and having done so, he may have renewed dedication to a vegetarian

diet, or he may give up vegetarianism altogether. The reverse is also true. Our experience

of the world is shaped by what theory we hold about it, and so the flashes of intuition that

characterize first person reasons can be brought on by a change in our explicit reasoning

about a subject. For example, someone who studies white privilege as a manifestation of

racism may find new aspects of racial situations “jumping out at him.”

Here is a second potential worry: if the agent has two incomparable sets of reasons,

then how can he, in good faith, make an all-things-considered judgment on the basis of

only one set? It seems that he must suspend his judgment until one set of reasons can be

related to the other. An all-things-considered judgment will again preclude a first-person

reason from acting as a basis for paradigmatic action and the original problem will remain

unsolved.

It’s true that in some cases we may be able to transform our intuitions into third-person

reasons, so that they can be properly weighed against our other third-person reasons, but

this level of cognitive sophistication is not required for successful action. Sometimes we

feel an intuition in favor of something, but don’t have the time or the ability to make the

linguistic meaning of the intuition completely transparent. At the very least, we may note

that we had such and such an intuition, and try to work this report of our experience

into our deliberations, but again, it’s still possible to act on a first-person reason and not

add the reason that one had an experience supporting x to one’s third-person deliberation

about doing x. Also, a reason that one had an experience supporting x, even once added

to the list of reasons underlying a judgment, need not cause a recalibration of one’s best

4C.f. Joseph Raz, The Truth in Particularism
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judgment. Judgment is an artifact of third-person reasoning, and so takes into account

only the best third-person reasons for doing something. If a first-person reason has not

been translated into a third-person reason first, then it does not enter in to a judgment.

The problem with a homogenous view of reasons is that it equates our best judgment

with the recommendation of the totality of available third-person reasons, but once we see

that reasons are heterogeneous, we can see that our best judgment is just that, our best

judgment, but not necessarily the best response to the situation. We assess reasons with

other tools besides judgment.

The reason then that weakness of the will is regarded negatively, as a failing, is that it

represents an abandonment of a shared perspective for reasoning. The weak-willed actor,

rather than try to translate his first-person reasons into third-person reasons, disregards

his communicable judgment in favor of an inscrutable personal one. He dutifully tallies up

the third-person reasons for action, but he ends up acting on a reason that only he can

comprehend. He is still autonomous in the sense of acting for a reason, but he does not

broadcast his autonomy; he is unintelligible to others, and this is exactly how we react to

the weak-willed actor; with confusion.

7 Conclusion

On a homogenous view of reasons, all reasons can be objects of reflection or judgment.

Thus, a best judgment is thought to encompass all possible reasons available to an agent.

However, on a heterogeneous account of reasons, judgment can only gather up and assess

third-person reasons. First-person reasons survive reflection and so are still available to

ground paradigmatic actions.
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